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Abstract—Today’s global economy can operate efficiently due to timely and cost-effective delivery of goods. There are a huge number of shipping companies on the market, whose sole purpose is to transport the ordered goods. Road transportation can be carried out using the company’s own fleet of trucks or using third-party companies. This work focuses on Full Truckload (FTL) transportation. The shipper must be aware of the potential costs of a given service during the process of selecting the right service provider. Our solution analyzes the cost estimation of the FTL shipping. Market offers many approaches, from detailed calculators to solutions using various Artificial Intelligence (AI) solutions. This study compares hybrid solutions that combine different Machine Learning (ML) techniques. The solution is tested on real data covering multi-year contracts of several freight forwarding companies operating in the European FTL market. The results obtained are implemented in a commercial solution used by freight forwarding companies daily.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Full Truck Load (FTL) shipping services constitute the main variant of the road long range transportation. It well works for large volumes, where a load fills the whole truck space. There is an alternative approach, i.e., the Less than Truckload (LTL), in which a truck takes partial loads to/from different locations during one travel. Presented paper focuses on the FTL approach.

The FTL external fleet cost estimation is very important, as a lot of shipment is done in this way and an operator should know if a given order can be approved using some objective measures, not only his experience.

The FTL shipping is characterized by lower damage risk, as goods stay on the same truck all the time from loading to the final unloading. It is easier to keep the load secure and the whole shipment is more reliable. Due to the lack of the loading stops the delivery process is faster minimizing the unexpected delays probability. Thus, it’s easier to guarantee the delivery. The FTL shipping is realized using the own fleet, the trucks from regular suppliers, or can utilize the truck services offered by the external companies. Each approaches applies different shipping cost model. The realization by the own fleet is the simplest in the cost estimation, as the owner just knows exactly all the costs, which include the shipping time, the fuel cost, according road and transportation fees (intermodal costs, ferries, road fees, etc.), driver rates, truck fixed costs, taxation, company overheads and others. Regular partners, which are often called as the leased carriers are directly connected and operate according to known contract rules defining the aggregate transportation cost on a given route. Leased carriers might use the dynamic pricing, but with a different model. External third party subcontractors operate according to the current market situation, their own policies, habits and specialization. The price knowledge that can be put on the table for a given shipment allows to make decision to accept or to reject the contract. The FTL cost estimation determines crucial part of the business.

Despite its importance, this is not an easy task. The process data do not consist independent records. They are seriously affected by the external economic environment, and what is much more challenging, by human interventions and erroneous entries. Thus, the methodology should incorporate the knowledge about any affecting impacts customizing the model accordingly.

This paper continues works that use hybrid approach mixing Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) with regression tree eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) and the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) estimation [1]. Proposed approach uses the process knowledge about the shipping and is not just another black-box model.

We assume that the offer of the contract price depends on some unknown dynamic pricing model [2] from an external shipping service provider. External fleet long route pricing is generally solved with the use of popular cost calculators [3], or using estimation. Simple linear estimation originating from general least squares assumptions does not applies as the data are highly contaminated with outlying observations. Robust regressions estimators are then required [4]. Researchers
simply overcome this issue using Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) methods [5–7].

One has to be aware that ML solutions are not just out-of-the-shelf universal estimators that can be fed with any data to produce a brilliant result. Such an approach often ends up with a simple result: *garbage in, garbage out*.

The general research in other contexts meets the same challenge [8, 9]. Input data must be carefully assessed. The methods has to be cautiously used and parametrized. Only then one may expect to get reasonable results.

As the FTL external fleet shipping cost estimation brings money to the shipment operator, and simultaneously mitigates his risk, it is worth to be considered. Moreover, it is always worth to embed the process knowledge into the process to minimize blind methods. This paper addresses this issue bringing decision support to the shipment operator.

The paper introduces the novel, hybrid methodology to estimate the cost of the external fleet FTL shipping. The method, as any, has some limitations. In this case these are the short routes, for which the dynamic pricing is less dependent on objective rules. Section II presents the problem and the utilized methods. Next, the real case study is presented in Section III with the results and their analysis. It is followed by the conclusions and the opportunities for further research described in Section IV.

II. FULL TRUCKLOAD SHIPMENT

Proposed algorithm uses hybrid approach to incorporate into the solution as much as possible of the available process knowledge. It is an intentional approach to exclude fully black-box solutions, which are nontransparent, inflexible and their use requires enormous calculation power. The hybrid approach allows estimation procedure decomposition to smaller tasks, which can be separately assessed and maintained.

Developed algorithm uses three ML approaches: a two-dimensional DBSCAN clustering, XGBoost and k-Nearest Neighbors estimations. Two dimensional grouping aims at diminishing the number of pickup and unloading locations (exchanged by clusters). The DBSCAN algorithm is selected as it delivers reasonable clusters. The k-NN brings flexibility to incorporate the knowledge and it allows self-adaptation. The XGBoost increases the efficiency in case of short range routes.

To confront the clustering based approach with other options, there are performed two alternative tests: manual clusters and the non-clustered solution. These tests are applied as in practical implementation validation and confirmation of the DBSCAN clustering may be hard for the end-user and may strongly depend on the existing contracts. Manual clustering or dynamic assignment does not require any specific knowledge from the end user.

The paper compares three FTL cost estimation methods differing in the clustering: DBSCAN, manual and dynamic assignment. Each algorithm is tested in its original form and with an improvement by the XGBoost. The algorithm workflow is shown in Fig. 1.

A. The DBSCAN Clustering

There are many clustering algorithms, which differ by data processing, application, and the cluster concept definition [10]. The DBSCAN belongs to the class of density algorithms [11]. It enables to find groups of complex shapes, not only spherical or to find clusters surrounded by the others. It works well with noisy data and the algorithm finds the number of clusters itself.

DBSCAN has two input parameters. The first is the minimum number of points required by a cluster \( n \) and the maximum radius of the neighborhood \( \varepsilon \).

The algorithm reviews all the unclassified points. For each of them, the method checks the number of all points in its neighborhood. If the number of such points is less than the \( n \) parameter, the point is temporarily marked as the noise and the algorithm takes another one. Otherwise, a totally new group, which initially consists all points from the surroundings of the current center is created.

For each point belonging to the seed, the number of neighbors is checked. If this number is greater than or equal to \( n \) all previously not visited points are added to the seed and the cluster expands. If in a neighborhood there are noise points they are added to the cluster. Its expansion ends when all points are examined. The detailed description can be found in [11]. In the described implementation it is used in a spatial context. It also takes into account geographical borders into the algorithm [12].
B. Manual Clustering

Manual clustering is done in a simple way using manual determination of the geographical centers, mostly of the European administrative regions.

C. The k-NN Estimation

The k-NN algorithm is an example of a memory-based approach, which, unlike other statistical methods, does not require learning as such. The algorithm uses the idea of prototypes, which assumes that similar objects are in the same class. Prediction of class membership of a new object is therefore based on a comparison with a set of prototype objects. In classification, the voting of the nearest k neighbors is used, while in regression (considered case), average estimators are used.

The k-NN estimation and prediction methods does not require any learning as such, which increases its attractiveness and popularity [13]. It is interesting that this approach has been already adopted into the shipping context [14], what supports the selection.

D. The XGBoost Regression

The Extreme Gradient Boosting or the gradient boosting algorithm seems to be one of the most popular data mining approaches [15]. In XGBoost, we deal with a set of classifiers, like the decision trees. The final decision depends on all the trees used by the algorithm. The algorithm uses an incremental strategy, as it is simpler than training all the trees simultaneously.

The change is in the use of a regularization element. Regularization is a kind of penalty put on the model for having too many final leaves in the decision tree, which controls model complexity. Thus, the general formulation of the algorithm has two parts. The first component is responsible the error minimization and is called the loss (cost) function. The regularization as the second element, prevent overtraining and holds the complexity.

The algorithm can be used for the classification task and for the regression. The last version is applied in the considered solution.

III. ESTIMATION CASE STUDY

Proposed algorithm uses custom hybrid approach to take into account as possible of the process custom knowledge, pricing best practices and all available data. The hybrid approach allows estimation procedure to be decomposed into smaller tasks, which can be assessed and maintained separately.

The data used during the project originate from the databases of the selected Polish transportation companies [16]. Original single contract record extracted from the production database includes many fields and features. Proposed approach tries to minimize the features’ set considering only the most reasonable the knowledge about the process. Contract features are filtered to remove unimportant variables [1].

The final list of used features is presented below:

- RouteLength,
- PaymentTerm,
- MinShippingTime and MaxShippingTime (shipping time window),
- LoadNo (number of pick-ups),
- UnloadNo (number of unloadings),
- CargoWeight,
- EmptyDist (distance to be travelled empty to pick up the cargo),
- TonnnesKM,
- TimeDiff.

Apart from the above model inputs the following classifiers are used:

- /ANY → any existing contract for the current route
- /INTERMODAL → intermodal shipping
- /ROAD → road truck only shipping
  - /LEASED → leased carriers
  - /SPECIFIC → specific leased carrier
  - /OTHER → other leased carrier
- /EXTERNAL → external carriers
  - /SPECIFIC → specific external carrier
  - /OTHER → other external carrier

The resulting estimation of the price RouteEstimCost is calculated as the weighted mean out of k = 5 nearest neighbors. All costs are re-scaled to the current moment using inflation rate coefficient. Moreover, the algorithm returns the minimum and maximum cost, as the cheapest and the most expensive Nearest Neighbor. The travel times are returned as the trimmed (trimming equal to 1) time out of the already chosen k = 5 Nearest Neighbors. Detailed description of the algorithm can be found in [1].

Original orders database consists of approximately 583,000 orders. After the pre-processing the 414,000 records remain, as such trimmed data and the erroneous data are removed. The data considered covers the time period from January 1th, 2016 to April 30th, 2022. These records are considered as the training data. Records from May 1th, 2022 till August 1th (15,000 orders), 2022 are used for validation.

A. Clustering

There are two reasons for the loading/unloading points clustering: one comes out of the process specific, while the second origins from the estimation algorithm. The shipping cost depends on the route. The database reveals many close to each other pickup/unloading locations. Thus, the difference between two routes: from Bonn to Warsaw or from Legionowo to Cologne is neglectable. The exact locations differ, while the cost difference is almost none. It is just inefficient to keep exact locations, and it is reasonable to merge similar ones.

The second reason derives from the estimation method. Its efficiency depends on the number of neighbors. The more similar orders we have, it is easier to select the most relevant one. We observe dozens of the routes, starting and ending close to each other. Their clustering merges different orders and then the estimation has better examples to find appropriate neighbors for a route. It also
allows to find the cost for a new locations, as long as they are located close to the already known ones.

Data clustering is performed in two steps. At first, main clusters are evaluated using classical DBSCAN procedure with the following parameters: \( \epsilon = 7 \) km and \( n = 100 \). These clusters reflect real road infrastructure and locations follow the road patterns. Such clustering does not fill the entire map leaving uncovered. This subject is solved with final manual clustering. Uncovered regions are filled with the manually set, which address regions without order history, as shown in Fig. 2.

The DBSCAN clustering has an advantage, which during commercial operation might be considered as a shortcut. It is highly customized and requires good and long history of data. The DBSCAN clustering, though simple for researchers might cause hesitation for a shipping company personnel resulting in the abandoning the use of the solution. Such the result is observed in case of the advanced control solutions in process industry [17]. Short records history can significantly bias clustering, resulting in only the manual ones being left.

Above consideration lead to the simplification and the application just of the manual clustering. The results of the manual clustering are shown below. Fig. 4 shows the centers location while Fig. 5 presents the result of the manual clustering on the training data.
The resulting manual clustering assignment differs from the DBSCAN one. Especially, the number of clusters are minimized. Such an approach can be used for a fresh customer, without a significant history of contracts in.

Finally, the clustering step itself can be omitted and the neighboring location might be assigned dynamically. Such a procedure can be defined simply. For a current location we take some perimeter and search for the known locations in the database. If we find none, we increase the radius.

During the proposed procedure we use the Haversine formula [18] to calculate the distance. We use the following limits: [10,25,50,100,250,400] km. It has to be noted that the algorithm takes into consideration the natural geographical borders as for instance the Alps ridge or the English channel.

A. XGBoost Integration

The integration with the XGBoost follows the observation done during the initial analysis [1]. The k-NN estimation generally works better than the XGBoost alone. However, we observe that the XGBoost model favors low costs, while the higher costs routes are better estimated with the k-NN.

This observation leads to the integration concept done in a fuzzy-like way. Once there are not enough solutions, i.e., the neighbors for the k-NN the XGBoost is taken into account. We check the number of the historical contracts on the same route and for the same shipping variant. Once it is low, the XGBoost is introduced with its weight opposite to the k-NN one (see Figs. 6 and 7).

![Fig. 6. The k-NN membership function for the same routes in the same variant.](image)

Once the variant does not exists in data we take general relation, which is presented in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 7. The k-NN membership function for the same routes (independent of the variant).](image)

B. Estimation Results

Once the clustering and XGBoost integration are properly set we may continue with the price estimation. To compare the solutions proper residuum analysis has to be applied, as its selection may influence the conclusions.

Three main integral indexes: Mean Square Error (MSE), mean Integral Absolute Error (IAE) and Mean Percentage Integral Absolute Error (MAPE) are used [19]. Apart from standard integral indexes, two statistical measures are also considered: normal standard deviation (stDev) and the robust estimator of standard deviation in form of the logistic psi-function estimator (RstDev) [4].

Nine models are evaluated, as explained in previous paragraphs:

1. kNN: pure k-NN model with DBSCAN clustering,
2. XG: pure XGBoost model,
3. kNN-XG: hybrid: DBSCAN and XGBoost,
4. fNN: k-NN model with fixed clusters,
5. fNN-XG: hybrid: fixed clusters and XGBoost,
6. dNN: k-NN model with dynamic clusters,
7. dNN-XG: hybrid: dynamic clusters and XGBoost,
8. meanModel: mean prediction of k-NN models,
9. meanModel-XG: mean prediction of hybrid models

The residuum analysis of the obtained models starts from the calculation of the above performance indicators. They are shown in Table I. Red color indicates the worst models, while the green the best performing ones.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>IAE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>stDev</th>
<th>RstDev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>1111817</td>
<td>492.3</td>
<td>14.94</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>385.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>902040</td>
<td>456.2</td>
<td>16.18</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>400.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN-XG</td>
<td>850713</td>
<td>425.3</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>358.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fNN</td>
<td>1375971</td>
<td>516.1</td>
<td>16.57</td>
<td>1172</td>
<td>388.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fNN-XG</td>
<td>762451</td>
<td>392.0</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>342.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNN</td>
<td>1333483</td>
<td>538.5</td>
<td>18.39</td>
<td>1153</td>
<td>385.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNN-XG</td>
<td>807891</td>
<td>409.0</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>344.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meanModel</td>
<td>1169071</td>
<td>505.3</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>391.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meanModel-XG</td>
<td>903630</td>
<td>450.5</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>372.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis of the results evaluated using various performance indices answers several questions. We see that each index favors different model. Thus, it matters which one we select, as it may bias further decisions.

We observe that XGBoost model is never selected as the best one and even in case of one index (robust standard deviation) it is indicated as the worst one. The difference between normal standard deviation and its robust version depends on their perception of outliers. Normal standard deviation is highly affected by even the small number of outlying observations [20, 21]. Its robust estimator is robust against outliers. Therefore, we may say that XGBoost can be considered as the better in case of outlying observations failing in case of the main process representatives. However, once we combine the XGBoost estimator with any k-NN we obtain improved results. Such smart integrations improves k-NNs, which are quite good in case of the most common samples (from the perspective of the fundamental process behind the data) with the estimation of the outlying samples. These outlying...
samples are associated with the roots with a small number of historical contracts.

It’s interesting to observe that generally the worst predictions are associated with the fixed clusters based k-NN, while introduction of the XGBoost to this model results in the best predictions. The fact that dynamic routes assignment integrated with the XGBoost (dNN-XG) gives the best results with the relative residuum measure (MAPE) means that this model behaves better with the short routes (lower absolute costs).

We should remember that simple index oriented analysis does not explain the nature of the model and the causes for the poor performance. The analysis of the residua histograms and their properties delivers further insight. Sample histograms for two models are shown below. Fig. 8 presents the histogram with fitted Probabilistic Density Functions (PDF) of normal and robust distributions for the fNN model. Fig. 9 shows similar diagrams for the fNN-XG model.

They present the best and the worst models, respectively. We observe that normal distribution is not appropriate approximation of the error stochastic properties, as it is significantly disturbed by the histogram tails (outliers). Robust estimator behaves more reliable. Therefore, normal mean and standard deviations should not be used. Following the above, the MSE should not be used, as it is equivalent to the standard deviation (the feature shown by Gauss). The IAE measure (absolute or percentage) and robust standard deviation are acceptable alternative measures of model quality. The mindless use of the MSE index is misleading and, hance should be used with the caution.

The comparison of all nine models is shown in Fig. 10, which presents all fitted robust Gaussian distributions in a single plot. We can better observe how the prediction error improves. The observation about non-Gaussian error properties, distribution fat tails and the related outlying results suggest further analysis.

The comparison of the IAE and MAPE suggest that the estimation quality may be related to the shipping cost. One of the ways to detect it is to analyze the predicted versus the real costs relationship. Fig. 12 shows this plot for four models: kNN-XG, fNN-XG, dNN-XG, and meanModel-XG.

This feature can be better visualized with the diagram shown in Fig. 13, which presents the relation between prediction error and the real shipping cost. This dependence is well visualized with the 3rd order polynomial fitting of the residuum to the real cost.

We observe the difference in performance between the kNN-XG, fNN-XG, dNN-XG, and meanModel-XG models. We can bring the hypothesis that the prediction quality depends on the number of historical examples along the route. Fig. 14 shows this relationship. The figure shows that the more often a given connection is used the more accurately we can estimate its cost.

All the above demands further understanding of the fundamental process behind the data and the task, deep understanding of human influence, and an attempt to
develop a solution for routes that are short, infrequent or have not been used recently. The case of the short and/or infrequent routes is still challenging and requires further attention with dedicated approaches.

Observation of the results enables not only to indicate prediction effectiveness. The fact that a particular estimators is better or worse according to some index is insufficient. One should try to detect the reasons for such results and to perform a kind of root-cause analysis [22].

In the presented example, the non-Gaussian nature of the phenomenon and the distribution of errors is demonstrated, which should preclude the use of the MSE index or the Gaussian normal PDF. Considered logistics processes are associated with a lot of outliers resulting in fat tails.

It is shown that the quality of the model depends on the cost of the route. The short routes cost estimation is much more demanding and requires customized specific solutions. Apart of that, the cost estimation of infrequently used routes is a much more challenging than the analogous task for frequent connections.

Presented models prove their quality not only in paper, but are practically used in commercial solutions for freight forwarding companies.

Realization of this project suggests open issues. One is to better understand real shipping properties behind the data. The second is to find a way of fitting the appropriate estimation, as the universal method does not exist.
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